2014 NYCBL All-League Selections

NYCBL Player of the Year
Kevin Brice- Sherrill Silversmiths

NYCBL Pitcher of the Year
Jordan Accetta- Hornell Dodgers

NYCBL Reliever of the Year
Zach Verner- Niagara Power

NYCBL Defensive Player of the Year
Anthony Massicci- Syracuse Salt Cats

NYCBL Manager of the Year
Tom Kenney- Hornell Dodgers

1st Team All-NYCBL

Catcher:
Jimmy Latona- Hornell

Infielders:
IF Sam Kim- Geneva RW
IF Reid Neal- Sherrill
IF Anthony Massicci- Syracuse SC
IF Ted Dilts- Olean Oilers
IF Hank Morrison- Hornell

Outfielders:
OF Kevin Brice- Sherrill
OF Kody Ruedisili- Oneonta
OF John Cruz- Geneva RW
OF Brandon Sandoval- Hornell
OF Fernando Garcia- Geneva TW

Designated Hitter:
Nick Wolyniec- Rochester

Utility:
Jason Euler- Genesee

Pitchers:
SP Jordan Accetta- Hornell
SP Dave Anderson- Geneva TW
SP Drew Doring- Geneva RW
SP Seth Cornell- Hornell
RP Zach Verner- Niagara
RP Tommy Eng- Syracuse JR

2nd Team All-NYCBL

Catcher:
Mike Fahrman- Olean

Infielders:
IF Ben Mauseth- Oneonta
IF Ramon Osuna-Sanchez- Oneonta
IF Benjamin Haefner- Wellsville
IF Michael Annone- Geneva TW
IF Thad Johnson- Hornell

Outfielders:
OF Shane Soria- Rochester
OF Tom Nagy- Syracuse SC
OF Caleb Lang- Niagara
OF Zach Racusin- Cortland
OF Andrew Bonnette- Genesee

Designated Hitter:
Spencer Scorza- Hornell

Utility:
Greg Jasek- Cortland

Pitchers:
SP Billy Whaley- Geneva RW
SP Connor Hamilton- Rochester
RP Zach Krivda- Hornell
SP Blaise Whitman- Syracuse SC
RP Brandon Agar- Oneonta
RP Jackson Sigman- Rochester